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Are you HORRIFIED by your childÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s handwriting?   Are you a caring parent who wants to

DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT?   LOOK NO FURTHER. All you need is Beautiful Handwriting!  

Created by a TEAM OF EXPERTS, it uses POSITIVE WORDS and SENTENCES to help increase

your childÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s happiness and self-esteem.   It has a fun activity at the end of each lesson to

keep your child HAPPILY ENGAGED.   The book will CHALLENGE YOUR CHILD. It starts with

writing individual letters, moves to writing words, and then progresses to writing full sentences.   You

get a lot MORE FOR YOUR MONEY. 108 pages printed in a large 8.5Ã¢â‚¬Â•x11Ã¢â‚¬Â• trim,

plus:   You get access to FREE ONLINE LESSONS. Download and print free lessons to keep your

child practicing handwriting even after finishing the book.   Get this book RIGHT NOW while it is still

at this LOW PRICE.
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Beautiful Handwriting! has excellent promise as an educational and socio-emotional tool for

elementary aged students. The workbook goes beyond the standard rote rehearsal methods of

most handwriting workbooks with attempts to not simply boost students&apos; fine motor skills

through correct penmanship, but also aims to enhance educational self-efficacy, induce positive

emotional states, and encourage the parent-child dynamic during the process. Thus, this work has

great potential to provide a unique and beneficial angle to this particular genre.Past empirical

studies have demonstrated that positive wording may impact learning and word recognition.

Specifically, positive words are recognized more quickly than words with negative emotional

connotations (Kuperman, Estes, Brysbaert, & Warriner, 2014), and new vocabulary is learned more

efficiently for positive words than words with a negative or neutral tone when presented via

repetition (Hu, Liu, & Zhang, 2010).Ã‚Â  In addition, research has provided evidence that inducing a

positive mood may improve goal setting behaviors and later performance in young children (Hom &

Arbuckle, 1988), and that in certain cognitive tasks, both task accuracy and efficiency are increased

by priming elementary students to have a positive mood (Rader & Hughes, 2005). Pulling from

these research findings, the positive approach and techniques used within Beautiful Handwriting!

may very well have distinct cognitive and academic benefits beyond improved lettering

skills.Shannon Lance, M.A.Adjunct Psychology Faculty

We have been working our way through this handwriting book and I can see how it is helping my six

year old. I like the simple lesson pages and she likes the coloring pages at the end of each lesson.

A great choice!

I bought this book for my first grader that was getting some letters and numbers backwards. This

book is more than just lines and single letters, and I really liked the handful of extra drawing

activities. I would definitely buy this again.

I have bought 3 handwriting books for my daughter, who is in 2nd grade and this is by far the best

book that I have seen. The activities are focus on positive statements that help to boost her self



teem and she loves it because there is a coloring activity and the end of each lesson, which makes

it fun.

The first lesson was easy, but the subsequent chapters became more intense and my child quickly

lost interest in devoting the time to complete the lessons because it became frustrating. Perforated

pages would be a nice addition to this book. Overall, a great value.

Nice book to teach beautiful handwriting which is just what my son needs. His handwriting was so

sloppy and it is much better after using this book.

This book does a nice job of moving from early print to words and sentences in a short book.People

who already know how to form letters, but just want to practice penmanship might want to use a

different book.

Great for home school or public school students. You may not know but most school work done

today at least in California is on computers or Ipads. This is great for repitition so your child will

actually be able to sign a paycheck later in life. Then again they may not exist by then either LOL..

Helped my kid so much!
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